Exhibits to the Testimony of

Modern Cabinets & Vanities from the People's Republic of China

in

Modern Bathroom

Martin Symes of
Cabinet style vanity

Furniture style vanity

- Do not require professional installation.
- Ready to go, complete, single piece of furniture.
- Made from variety of materials.
- Finished on three sides, has legs, and has ornamental and aesthetic design elements.

1. PHYSICAL CHARACTERISTICS
4. Manufacturing Facilities differ dramatically

Disassembly parts roll & paint

Disassembly and assembly of parts

Cabinet Style Vanity

Furniture Style Vanity

Overall Coating Line

Overall Grinding Line

Assembly Line
| Furniture | Bath Vanities as Pottery Barn positions

### Bathroom Vanities

- Single Vanities
- Double Vanities
- Powder Vanities
- Custom Vanities
- Medicine Cabinets
- Furniture

### Bath Hardware

- Towels
- Shower Curtains
- Bath Rugs
- Bath Mats

### Bath Accessories

- Towel Bars
- Soap dishes
- Toilet Paper Holders

### Fabrication

- Custom Bath Furniture

---

Furniture is a clear distinction between Bath Furniture and Kitchen Cabinets.

5. Bathroom Vanity Furniture is categorized as Furniture and there...
Dream On Me 3" Playard Mattress, White

$46.99 (20 new offers)
More buying choices
Eligible for Shipping to China

LINESPA LS06TGRSP 6 Inch Innerspring P

1-16 of over 1,000 results for Furniture

Amazon positions bathroom vanities as furniture distinct from kitchen furniture.
classificied according to different categories. Kitchen cabinents and bathroom furnitures are...
furniture vanities.

Lowes separates kitchen cabinets from bathroom

Toilet, towel, toilet paper.

Departments

First Floor

Furniture Vanities.

Lowes Opens at 6am tomorrow
Madel Silhouette - $1,758

American Woodmark - $599.97

CVI prices are at least 3-4 times higher than those of the Petitioners.

6. Price Comparison